
Join as an Editorial Member

Being an editorial member is productive and venerable, which helps in add-on to the
scientific world through the guidelines and inspirations shared by experts in the
relevant fields. There are some important rewards that make the editorial board
members worthwhile. As a platform for global scholarly communication,
Luminescience welcomes worldwide experts and researchers from relevant fields
that in line with the scope of our journals to join our editorial group as the advisory
board to ensure the high quality of our publications and to better serve the peers in
the scientific community.

The communication with editorial board members is done primarily by e-mail. The
term for editorial board membership can be renewed annually. Respectively, there is
also an opportunity for editorial board members to be promoted to be the section
editor, guest editor or editor-in-chief of a special issue.

Responsibilities and Benefits for Editorial Board Members
You are expected to undertake corresponding duties and will be entitled benefits
while working with us as an editorial board member of our journals.

Responsibilities of EBMs:
 Advise on journal policy and scope;
 Review assigned manuscripts and recommend reviewers;
 Make a decision on the assigned manuscript;
 Contribute and recommend high quality papers to the journal;
 Choose topics and act as guest editors of the special issues;
 Promote the journal to academia and improve the visibility and influence.

Benefits for EBMs:
 You are required to read carefully the manuscripts in your area of importance

and interest. This is the way you are routinely forced to keep yourself up-to-date
while checking and suggesting the changes in manuscripts.

 This work helps to add in and provides a better way to create your identity as a
well-known expert in your field and may lead to increased invitations to speak at
conferences or demand for invited research of your specialized area.

 Your ideas and subject inputs may help in arranging special issues as per topics
of your interest and choice.

 You will come across the latest research before everyone else and gives you a
position of leadership in your research community.

 Certificate will be provided to the editorial board members for their contribution
to our journals.

 As deep gratitude for editorial members’ support and contribution, accepted
manuscripts from editorial members can be published in our journals for free.

 For your outstanding contribution and excellent performance, you will be invited
to cooperate with us for creating a new journal in your study fields and to take a
managing role for it.



Application
If you’d like to be the editorial member of our journals, please apply for it by sending
your curriculum vitae to publisher@luminescience.cn

Key information should be included in the application letter as below:
Position applied: (Editorial Board Member)
Journal applied: (name of our journal)
Your Full Name
State/Country
Title (e.g.,Prof. , Dr. , Mr. , Or Ms)
Total Academic Experience (in years)
Affiliation (University, Working institute, Company)
Research Area
Contact (Email, Tel and Post address)
Your Academic Profile (in attached)

mailto:publisher@luminescience.cn

